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From our family to yours,
Happy New Year!
Our entire organization joins me in sending holiday greetings with every good
wish for the New Year! During this special time of year, we want to express how
thankful we are for the opportunity to serve you as your total technology solutions
Robert K. Johnson
provider. It is also the time of year when the term local takes on extra meaning
CEO/General Manager
to DRN as a member-owned cooperative. We are committed to contribute to the
organizations that help make the communities we serve a better place. Our board
of directors and employees make financial donations and give of their time to assure DRN lives up to its
responsibility as a cooperative serving its members’ growing needs.

DON’T PANIC...

There is still time to
order your digital box.

March 1st DRN TV
service is going digital!
The deadline is fast
approaching. Place your
order now to ensure you
have service after the
digital TV conversion.

NEW COMPUTER?
WORRIED ABOUT VIRUS
ATTACKS, SPYWARE
AND HACKERS?

Protect your new device
from online attacks and
more. Let DRN install
and manage your
anti-virus software
with Web Guardian+!

MANAGED
BY DRN
WEB
GUARDIAN+

Our team of experts make sure your machine is
always protected so you don’t have to!

Order online at drtel.com
Receive 3 digital boxes free!

Call 344-5000 today
to start protecting
your computer.

I am happy to announce once again this year at our November Board Meeting, the DRN Board authorized the
retirement of capital credits. Capital credits represent the co-op principle of member economic participation.
Over 8,600 DRN members received a total payout of $2 million of capital credits in December. Including these
dividend retirement this year, DRN has returned more than $21.5 million in capital credits to members in
its history. It is our wish that the timing of this disbursement helps to make your Christmas season brighter. n

DRN increases Internet speeds
Technology continues to advance and to ensure our customers have
the best experience, we are bumping up our Internet speeds! These
new speeds will ensure that all customers have the Internet speeds
they need, now and into the future.
With the new speeds, customers can enjoy faster streaming of video,
movies, and music without disruption, instant gaming abilities,
connecting multiple devices without performance issues, and more!
New Internet Speeds:
• 100 Mb DOWN/50 Mb UP
• 500 Mb DOWN /250 Mb UP
• 1 Gig DOWN /500 Mb UP
1 Gig = 1,000 Mb
Faster Internet speeds continued on page 2.
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What is net neutrality?

New directory listings
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You’ve probably heard and seen the term “net neutrality” in news reports over the past few months but may not
be sure exactly what it means. In the interest of keeping our customers informed about Internet issues, DRN offers
you this quick overview.
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Net neutrality means that Internet service providers (ISPs) treat all Internet
traffic equally. ISPs are responsible for "the last mile" of Internet access,
which goes from the big Internet backbone servers to your computer. Under
the 2015 net neutrality Federal Communications Commission (FCC) ruling,
ISPs must treat small websites the same as online giants like Netflix, Facebook
and Amazon.
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At its core, net neutrality ensures that all traffic is treated equally on the
Internet. Since 2015, the internet has been regulated as a utility, instead
of an information service. This gives the FCC the authority to ensure that
providers don't create fast and slow lanes for Internet traffic.
For a while now, large ISPs have been asking the FCC for permission to
treat high-traffic websites differently, permitting customers to pay extra
to get their own dedicated bandwidth space to access these sites. This would
give these consumers of these companies a “fast lane” and give ISPs additional
money to upgrade their systems to handle the traffic.

Under the net neutrality ruling,
Internet service providers must treat
small websites the same as online giants
like Netflix, Facebook and Amazon.
At its core, net neutrality ensures that all
traffic is treated equally on the Internet.

On Dec. 14, 2017, the FCC repealed the net neutrality rules imposed in 2015.
DRN supports the FCC’s steps to roll back burdensome rules. However, we continue advocating to retain some reasonable
and focused rules of the road to promote interconnection between operators and the seamless transmission of data consistent
with consumer expectations across the Internet.
Small companies like DRN, your local ISP, are committed to ensuring customers receive what they are expecting when they
sign up for broadband services, and protecting the privacy of consumers who use those services. DRN has always and will
continue to provide customers open and free access to the Internet. This means we will not block web traffic, throttle the
connection or sell priority service to one website over another. DRN agrees strongly with net neutrality principles that
operators should not block data, and that consumers are entitled to clear disclosures regarding their terms of service.
Learn more about net neutrality at www.fcc.gov/guides/open-internet. Parts of this article are courtesy of Cornerstone Group. n

Enjoy your new devices with DRN’s faster Internet
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Bradley Giesler...................... 647-2769
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Heather Bruce....................... 883-5857
Wade Hopkins...................... 883-4327
Catlin Schlecht...................... 883-5018

Milnor 427
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Javier Espinoza..................... 742-4533
Brooklyn Hollingsworth.... 742-3173
David Midstokke.................. 742-2871
Stella Moerke........................ 742-2273
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Effective Jan. 1, 2018, Internet service will generate patronage for DRN cooperative members. The DRN Board of Directors
voted to accept a resolution to the Cooperative bylaws to allow this change at its December 6, 2017 meeting.

Any profits made the cooperative, are allocated back to DRN members in the form of capital credits.
This year, DRN returned $2 million dollars to its members. n

Thank you for your spririt of giving this holiday season!
n

Customers brought in non-perishable food donations to DRN during the Christmas open houses and received a
credit on their bill. DRN then delivered 240 items to local food pantries just in time for Christmas.

Left photo: DRN’s Pamela Henningsen
brought 85 items to Terry Brown, left,
Lisbon Food Pantry.

UPLOAD speed is how fast data is transferred from your computer to the Internet. Upload examples are sending
emails, sharing photos on Instagram and posting on Facebook.
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Marion 669
Marion Cafe........................... 669-2518

It pays to be a co-op member

What is upload and download speed?

Download speed is most often higher than upload speed, unless it is symmetrical (the same).

Litchville 762
Kyle Froemke......................... 762-4589

“It only makes sense for the Board to include the Internet service. Over the past several years, the
demand and use of Internet has exploded. Internet has become an essential service to our customers,”
said Ralph Neu, DRN Board of Directors president. “We are proud of DRN’s success and pleased to
be able to include this service as a patronage allocation.”

Internet and TV customers were notified by letter of these faster speeds and other updates
in November 2017. DRN is an NTCA gig-certified provider.

DOWNLOAD speed, is the rate that data is transferred from the Internet to your computer. Download examples
are opening an email, installing an application (app), or streaming an online video.

Lisbon 683
Discovery World Learning Center
................................................... 683-2002
Verlin Strand.......................... 683-4126
Nancy Spear.......................... 683-6350

In the past, capitol credits were paid to members based on their telephone service. Products included in the calculation were
local telephone, long distance and custom calling features (caller ID, voice mail, etc).

cont. from page 1

If you have questions or comments concerning these changes, or would like to review your
DRN services and options, please contact our knowledgeable customer care specialists at
344-5000. Office hours are Monday – Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Thank you for your business!

Forman 724
Margo Anderson.................. 724-6367
Nicole Ennis........................... 724-3752
Sandra Fliehs......................... 724-6339
Paul Heigh.............................. 724-3026
Tyler Newborg...................... 724-3934
Diane Pherson...................... 724-3137
Steven Prince........................ 724-3371
Nathan Warner..................... 724-4075

Gwinner 678
Rita Hamman........................ 678-2039
Kelsey Schneider................. 678-2784

Center photo: Mary Lou Sundby of DRN,
left, delivered 70 items to Lynee English,
right, at the Oakes Food Pantry.

Thank you!

Right photo: Michelle Schroeder, DRN,
right presented Michele Thorpe, Ellendale
Food Pantry, left, with 85 items.
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DRN works to keep TV costs down
as networks push for higher rates

Lifeline offers telecommunications
discount for eligible households

At DRN, it’s not only the holiday season, it’s negotiation season. Every year TV providers, like DRN, are faced to negotiate
rates with television networks on our lineup. These negotiations help keep the costs as low as possible for our customers.

For those who can’t afford communication services—Lifeline, a federal program, can help eligible people pay
part of their phone or broadband bill. Lifeline assistance lowers the cost of basic monthly local telephone or
broadband internet service.

As expected, some networks are asking for rate increases well beyond the rate of inflation this year. Even though primetime
audiences are in decline, there are networks asking for a rate increase of more than 50%, just this year.
“The logic is baffling,” said Jean Edhlund, video product partner with Cooperative Network Services. “For networks to be
charging more when fewer viewers are watching is unacceptable. Providers like DRN must be diligent for their customers
and stand up to the networks if needed.”
Jean knows from the inside how networks operate when negotiating content
costs. She helps DRN negotiate with content providers like Fox Sports to
get the best rates possible for our customers. “We are fortunate to have an
industry insider working on behalf of our customers,” said DRN’s CEO/GM
Robert Johnson. DRN is currently in the process of negotiating agreements
for rates that are fair and reasonable with NBC, CW, CBS, and FOX.
For more information on TV content costs and what we’re doing to keep
them in check, visit tvonmyside.com. We will continue to be at work behind
the scenes fighting for the best rates for our customers. In the meantime, keep
enjoying your programming, and thank you for choosing DRN TV! n

Want more out of
your TV service?
Watch your favorite shows
anytime, anywhere! Visit
watchTVeverywhere.com and
choose DRN as your provider,
log in, and start watching!

Channel Lineup Changes

NBC Olympic Channel will now air on channel 310 digital and 311 analog, previously Chiller.
Outdoor Channel, channel 317, and Sportman Channel airing on 318, are included on the
digital lineup only. See drtel.com for a current lineup.

Calendar photos capture rural living
DRN subscribers submitted their photos of living, working, and playing throughout the area for the 2018 calendar photo
contest. These memorable photos captured the true essence of rual life in North Dakota. Customer received their calendars
in December. Extra calendars are available at DRN customer service locations in Ellendale, Oakes and Lisbon. Thanks to all
who submitted photos for this year’s calendar. n

Congratulations to these photo winners featured in the 2018 calendar:
Wendy Bichler
Ava Brokaw
Abbey Forward

Kristine Harris
Renee Haseleu
Jennifer Johnson

Chrissy Kartes
Tim Larson
Susan Long

Elizabeth Nunez
Dorreen Olstad
Katherine Plessner

Darren Ptacek
Claire Wagner

Lifeline can save you at least $9.25 on your monthly
phone bill for basic local telephone service or broadband.
Lifelines assistance applies only to service in the home
where you live.
Who is eligible?*
An individual is eligible if he or she participates in one of
the following programs:
l Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP)
l Medicaid
l Supplemental Security Income (SSI)
l Federal Public Housing Assistance
l Veterans Pension or Survivors Pension
In addition, a consumer may be eligible if his or her
household income is at or below 135% of the federal
poverty guidelines. .* Only eligible persons may apply.
Only one discount is available per household. Lifeline
is non-transferable.

How to obtain assistance
Offices that administer a program under which you are
eligible for Lifeline may automatically send you an
Assistance Certificate in the mail. Anyone wishing
to participate in Lifeline is required
to sign a form indicating, under
oath, that they qualify to
participate because they meet
at least one of the program
eligibility requirements. This
Lifeline Assistance
applies to phone or internet
must be signed and returned
service in the home
with a copy of your income or
where you live.
program eligibility.
What if my benefits stop? If you no longer qualify for
any economic program, you no longer qualify for
Lifeline. Participants must submit a Lifeline application
every year.

For more information
Call DRN at 1-877-559-4692 or 344-5000. Consumers must apply for Lifeline through their telco company.

n

Be prepared for winter power outages
Winter ice storms and blizzards cause more than treacherous driving conditions for travelers. North Dakota winter weather
also brings power outages from ice storms potentially meaning hours without life sustaining services.

DRN reminds its fiber optic customers that their telecommunications services are powered by electricity. If their main power
source goes out, however, all fiber customers have a backup power supply box provided by DRN in their home, apartment
complex, or office building.
The battery backup powers telephone service for approximately eight hours. This means the backup will provide eight hours
of in use time or talk time. If the power is out for an extended period of time, telephone service will continue to work as
long as the battery backup has not been depleted of its eight hours of in use time. During a power outage, Internet and
television service disconnects immediately.
In order to keep you and your family connected during an extended power outage, DRN recommends
connecting your home or business to a backup generator. Customers with questions regarding their
battery backup should contact a DRN customer care specialist at 344-5000. n

New construction
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Dorreen Olstad

Wendy Bichle
r

Jennifer Johnson

PLANNING TO BUILD? DRN asks all those planning new construction, to please notify our office
between two to three months before you would like new services installed. To improve customer service
and eliminate delays, DRN needs this time to ensure easements have been attained and all proper plans
are in place to reach new areas with telecommunications services. Call DRN at 344-5000 or 877-559-4692
or go to “Contact Us” at www.drtel.com.
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Welcome new employees to DRN team
DRN is pleased to announce the addition of several
new employees. “We are excited to welcome these new
employees to DRN to meet the growing demands of our
business,” said Robert Johnson, DRN CEO and general
manager.
Leigh (Harris) Peterson has joined DRN as a customer
care specialist in the Oakes office. She previously worked in
non-profits, including 17 years in chamber of commerce
management and 10 years in non-profit fundraising,
organizational management and public relations. Peterson
currently resides in Oakes. Her family includes two sons,
Jace and Ross, and two granddaughters. In her spare time,
she enjoys golfing, billiards, socializing and oil painting.
Resa Russell was hired as a customer care specialist
for the Ellendale office. Previous employment includes
working in several roles at credit unions, as an EMT for
ambulance services, and an administrative assistant. Russell
currently resides outside of Ellendale with her husband,
Charles and children, Resa E and Jacob. In her spare time,
she enjoys reading, playing piano/singing, spending time
with family and watching movies.
To grow our new Aberdeen ReadiTech office, Justin Roll
has joined DRN as a technical support analyst. He has over
21 years in information technology experience in several
industries including medical, business and industrial.

Roll currently resides in Aberdeen with his wife and
daughter. In his spare time, he enjoys spending time
with his family, going on hikes and wood working.

Brandon Huber, was hired as part-time technical
support analyst for DRN’s technical assistant department.
He grew up on a farm by Jud and attended school at
NDSU. Brandon joined the Army in 2011, where he served
for six years and was deployed twice. After the military,
Brandon worked for Dell, Inc in Nashville, Tenn. as a
software representative and in technical sales. Huber
currently lives in Edgeley with his wife Amanda and
children, Austin, Parker and Brooke. Outside of work
Justin enjoys spending time with family and friends,
camping, mountain biking, fishing and backpacking.
Ryan Tilleraas has been hired as an inside network
operations specialist at the Ellendale office. He returns to
DRN where he previously worked as an outside network
operations technician. In his spare time, Tilleraas enjoys
fishing and riding his motorcycle.
Lori Steinwand and Barbie Peldo joined the team at DRN
as part-time temporary digital TV conversion assistants.
They both reside in Ellendale with their families.
For current job openings and to learn more about DRN
visit, www.drtel.com. n

DRN 2018 scholarship program
Attention students–earn money for college!

DRN is passionate about supporting area youth and is proud to announce it will
continue its Scholarship Program in 2018.

DRN Scholarship

DRN will award $11,000 in scholarships to 22 graduating high school seniors. Two
winners will be randomly selected from each high school within the service territory
(Ashley, Edgeley, Ellendale, Kulm, LaMoure, Lisbon, Litchville-Marion, Milnor,
North Sargent, Oakes, and Sargent Central).

FRS/DRN Scholarship

On the national level, should a student from our service area be selected to receive
one of the 30 Foundation for Rural Services scholarships ($2,000 each); DRN will
contribute an additional $500 to the scholarship bringing the FRS scholarship award
to $2,500.

Starulakis Family Scholarship

DRN/FRS Scholarship Application will also be considered for four new national
scholarships funded by Manny and Leo Staurulakis, of JSI, in honor of their
parents John and Chresanthe Staurulakis. The FRS Starulakis Family Scholarships will provide four $5,000 awards and will
give preference to students with an interest in science, math, medicine, or engineering. Students with a focus in the sciences
will be automatically considered for the Staurulakis Family Scholarships.
Students are eligible if they attend a high school in one of the DRN exchanges and/or their parents or guardians are DRN
subscribers. Applicants also must plan to attend an accredited college, university or vocational school and indicate an interest
in returning to a rural community following graduation to further their career. Students meeting these criteria are encouraged
to apply. The deadline is February 15, 2018.
Applications are available on DRN’s website at www.drtel.com. For more information, contact Janell Hauck 877-559-4692
or 344-5000. n

Annual Do Not Call Residential Customer Notification
To address consumer concerns about unwelcome telemarketing calls, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) established a national Do-Not-Call Registry. The registry applies to all telemarketers (with
the exception of certain non-profit and political organizations) and covers both interstate and intrastate telemarketing calls.
Commercial telemarketers are not allowed to call you if your number is listed on the registry.
You can register your phone number for free and you may remove your number from the list at any time. The Federal Trade
Commission will not drop any valid telephone numbers from the National Do Not Call Registry.
Consumers may register their residential phone number, and wireless numbers, on the national Do-Not-Call Registry
at no cost. To register by phone, call 1-888-382-1222. For TTY call 1-866-290-4236. You must call from the phone
number you wish to register.
Left to right: Justin Roll, Barbie Peldo, Leigh Peterson, Lori Steinwand, Resa Russell, and Brandon Huber.
Not pictured: Ryan Tilleraas.

Gopher causes service outage on Thanksgiving
4

While area customers celebrated with their families on Thanksgiving Day, a DRN technician was called to fix a TV
service outage. Sometimes outages are caused by factors outside of DRN’s control. This incident was caused by
a gopher chewing through fiber optic cable. The outage affected LaMoure, Litchville, Marion, Edgeley, Dickey and
Kulm areas. The damaged cable was found near LaMoure and repaired quickly.

Or, register online at www.donotcall.gov. After registering, your phone number will show up on the registry
by the next day. Telemarketers have up to 31 days to get your phone number and remove it from their
call lists. n
The Do-Not-Call Registry will not prevent all unwanted calls. It does not cover the following:
l calls from organizations with which you have established a business relationship;
l calls for which you have given prior written consent;
l calls which are not commercial or do not include unsolicited advertisements;
l calls by or on behalf of tax-exempt non-profit organizations.
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DRN works to keep TV costs down
as networks push for higher rates

Lifeline offers telecommunications
discount for eligible households

At DRN, it’s not only the holiday season, it’s negotiation season. Every year TV providers, like DRN, are faced to negotiate
rates with television networks on our lineup. These negotiations help keep the costs as low as possible for our customers.

For those who can’t afford communication services—Lifeline, a federal program, can help eligible people pay
part of their phone or broadband bill. Lifeline assistance lowers the cost of basic monthly local telephone or
broadband internet service.

As expected, some networks are asking for rate increases well beyond the rate of inflation this year. Even though primetime
audiences are in decline, there are networks asking for a rate increase of more than 50%, just this year.
“The logic is baffling,” said Jean Edhlund, video product partner with Cooperative Network Services. “For networks to be
charging more when fewer viewers are watching is unacceptable. Providers like DRN must be diligent for their customers
and stand up to the networks if needed.”
Jean knows from the inside how networks operate when negotiating content
costs. She helps DRN negotiate with content providers like Fox Sports to
get the best rates possible for our customers. “We are fortunate to have an
industry insider working on behalf of our customers,” said DRN’s CEO/GM
Robert Johnson. DRN is currently in the process of negotiating agreements
for rates that are fair and reasonable with NBC, CW, CBS, and FOX.
For more information on TV content costs and what we’re doing to keep
them in check, visit tvonmyside.com. We will continue to be at work behind
the scenes fighting for the best rates for our customers. In the meantime, keep
enjoying your programming, and thank you for choosing DRN TV! n

Want more out of
your TV service?
Watch your favorite shows
anytime, anywhere! Visit
watchTVeverywhere.com and
choose DRN as your provider,
log in, and start watching!

Channel Lineup Changes

NBC Olympic Channel will now air on channel 310 digital and 311 analog, previously Chiller.
Outdoor Channel, channel 317, and Sportsman Channel airing on 318, are included on the
digital lineup only. See drtel.com for a current lineup.

Calendar photos capture rural living
DRN subscribers submitted their photos of living, working, and playing throughout the area for the 2018 calendar photo
contest. These memorable photos captured the true essence of rual life in North Dakota. Customer received their calendars
in December. Extra calendars are available at DRN customer service locations in Ellendale, Oakes and Lisbon. Thanks to all
who submitted photos for this year’s calendar. n

Congratulations to these photo winners featured in the 2018 calendar:
Wendy Bichler
Ava Brokaw
Abbey Forward

Kristine Harris
Renee Haseleu
Jennifer Johnson

Chrissy Kartes
Tim Larson
Susan Long

Elizabeth Nunez
Dorreen Olstad
Katherine Plessner

Darren Ptacek
Claire Wagner

Lifeline can save you at least $9.25 on your monthly
phone bill for basic local telephone service or broadband.
Lifelines assistance applies only to service in the home
where you live.
Who is eligible?*
An individual is eligible if he or she participates in one of
the following programs:
l Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP)
l Medicaid
l Supplemental Security Income (SSI)
l Federal Public Housing Assistance
l Veterans Pension or Survivors Pension
In addition, a consumer may be eligible if his or her
household income is at or below 135% of the federal
poverty guidelines. .* Only eligible persons may apply.
Only one discount is available per household. Lifeline is
non-transferable.

How to obtain assistance Offices that administer a
program under which you are eligible for Lifeline may
automatically send you an Assistance Certificate in the
mail. Anyone wishing to participate in Lifeline is required
to sign a form indicating, under oath, that they qualify to
participate because they meet at least one of the program
eligibility requirements. This must be signed and returned
with a copy of your income or program eligibility.
What if my benefits stop? If you no longer qualify
for any economic program, you no longer qualify for
Lifeline. Participants must submit a Lifeline application
every year.
For more information Call DRN at 1-877-559-4692 or
344-5000. Consumers must apply for Lifeline through
their telco company. n

ARE YOU SAFE ONLINE? DRN is committed to education, creating awareness and reducing risks
of cyber security threats for its members. Stay updated on news, threats and trends.

Dept. of Homeland Security: dhs.gov/stopthinkconnect l National Cyber Security Alliance: staysafeonline.org
& U.S. Computer Emergency Readiness Team: us-cert.gov

Be prepared for winter power outages
North Dakota winter weather brings power outages from
storms potentially meaning hours without life-sustaining
services.

DRN reminds its customers that their telecommunications
services are powered by electricity. If their main power
source goes out, however, all fiber customers have a
backup power supply box provided by DRN in their
home, apartment complex, or office building.
The battery backup powers telephone service approximately
eight hours. This means the backup will provide eight hours

of in use time or talk time. If the power is out for an
extended period of time, telephone service will continue
to work as long as the battery backup has not been depleted
of its eight hours of in use time. During a power outage,
Internet and television service disconnects immediately.
In order to stay connected during an extended power
outage, DRN recommends connecting your home or
business to a backup generator. Customers
with questions regarding their battery backup
should contact DRN at 344-5000. n

New construction
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Planning to build? DRN asks all those planning new construction, to please notify our office between
two to three months before you would like new services installed. To improve customer service and
eliminate delays, DRN needs this time to ensure easements have been attained and all proper plans
are in place to reach new areas with telecommunications services. Call DRN at 344-5000 or 877-559-4692
or go to “Contact Us” at www.drtel.com.
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What is net neutrality?

New directory listings
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You’ve probably heard and seen the term “net neutrality” in news reports over the past few months but may not
be sure exactly what it means. In the interest of keeping our customers informed about Internet issues, DRN offers
you this quick overview.
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Net neutrality means that Internet service providers (ISPs) treat all Internet
traffic equally. ISPs are responsible for "the last mile" of Internet access,
which goes from the big Internet backbone servers to your computer. Under
the 2015 net neutrality Federal Communications Commission (FCC) ruling,
ISPs must treat small websites the same as online giants like Netflix, Facebook
and Amazon.
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At its core, net neutrality ensures that all traffic is treated equally on the
Internet. Since 2015, the internet has been regulated as a utility, instead
of an information service. This gives the FCC the authority to ensure that
providers don't create fast and slow lanes for Internet traffic.
For a while now, large ISPs have been asking the FCC for permission to
treat high-traffic websites differently, permitting customers to pay extra
to get their own dedicated bandwidth space to access these sites. This would
give these consumers of these companies a “fast lane” and give ISPs additional
money to upgrade their systems to handle the traffic.

Under the net neutrality ruling,
Internet service providers must treat
small websites the same as online giants
like Netflix, Facebook and Amazon.
At its core, net neutrality ensures that all
traffic is treated equally on the Internet.

On Dec. 14, 2017, the FCC repealed the net neutrality rules imposed in 2015.
DRN supports the FCC’s steps to roll back burdensome rules. However, we continue advocating to retain some reasonable
and focused rules of the road to promote interconnection between operators and the seamless transmission of data consistent
with consumer expectations across the Internet.
Small companies like DRN, your local ISP, are committed to ensuring customers receive what they are expecting when they
sign up for broadband services, and protecting the privacy of consumers who use those services. DRN has always and will
continue to provide customers open and free access to the Internet. This means we will not block web traffic, throttle the
connection or sell priority service to one website over another. DRN agrees strongly with net neutrality principles that
operators should not block data, and that consumers are entitled to clear disclosures regarding their terms of service.
Learn more about net neutrality at www.fcc.gov/guides/open-internet. Parts of this article are courtesy of Cornerstone Group. n

Enjoy your new devices with DRN’s faster Internet
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Effective Jan. 1, 2018, Internet service will generate patronage for DRN cooperative members. The DRN Board of Directors
voted to accept a resolution to the Cooperative bylaws to allow this change at its December 6, 2017 meeting.

Any profits made the cooperative, are allocated back to DRN members in the form of capital credits.
This year, DRN returned $2 million dollars to its members. n

Thank you for your spririt of giving this holiday season!
n

Customers brought in non-perishable food donations to DRN during the Christmas open houses and received a
credit on their bill. DRN then delivered 240 items to local food pantries just in time for Christmas.

Left photo: DRN’s Pamela Henningsen
brought 85 items to Terry Brown, left,
Lisbon Food Pantry.

UPLOAD speed is how fast data is transferred from your computer to the Internet. Upload examples are sending
emails, sharing photos on Instagram and posting on Facebook.
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It pays to be a co-op member

What is upload and download speed?

Download speed is most often higher than upload speed, unless it is symmetrical (the same).

Litchville 762
Kyle Froemke......................... 762-4589

“It only makes sense for the Board to include the Internet service. Over the past several years, the
demand and use of Internet has exploded. Internet has become an essential service to our customers,”
said Ralph Neu, DRN Board of Directors president. “We are proud of DRN’s success and pleased to
be able to include this service as a patronage allocation.”

Internet and TV customers were notified by letter of these faster speeds and other updates
in November 2017. DRN is an NTCA gig-certified provider.

DOWNLOAD speed, is the rate that data is transferred from the Internet to your computer. Download examples
are opening an email, installing an application (app), or streaming an online video.

Lisbon 683
Discovery World Learning Center
................................................... 683-2002
Verlin Strand.......................... 683-4126
Nancy Spear.......................... 683-6350

In the past, capitol credits were paid to members based on their telephone service. Products included in the calculation were
local telephone, long distance and custom calling features (caller ID, voice mail, etc).

cont. from page 1

If you have questions or comments concerning these changes, or would like to review your
DRN services and options, please contact our knowledgeable customer care specialists at
344-5000. Office hours are Monday – Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Thank you for your business!

Forman 724
Margo Anderson.................. 724-6367
Nicole Ennis........................... 724-3752
Sandra Fliehs......................... 724-6339
Paul Heigh.............................. 724-3026
Tyler Newborg...................... 724-3934
Diane Pherson...................... 724-3137
Steven Prince........................ 724-3371
Nathan Warner..................... 724-4075

Gwinner 678
Rita Hamman........................ 678-2039
Kelsey Schneider................. 678-2784

Center photo: Mary Lou Sundby of DRN,
left, delivered 70 items to Lynee English,
right, at the Oakes Food Pantry.

Thank you!

Right photo: Michelle Schroeder, DRN,
right presented Michele Thorpe, Ellendale
Food Pantry, left, with 85 items.
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Network Connections

P.O. Box 69
Ellendale, ND 58436

January/February 2018

From our family to yours,
Happy New Year!
Our entire organization joins me in sending holiday greetings with every good
wish for the New Year! During this special time of year, we want to express how
thankful we are for the opportunity to serve you as your total technology solutions
Robert K. Johnson
provider. It is also the time of year when the term local takes on extra meaning
CEO/General Manager
to DRN as a member-owned cooperative. We are committed to contribute to the
organizations that help make the communities we serve a better place. Our board
of directors and employees make financial donations and give of their time to assure DRN lives up to its
responsibility as a cooperative serving its members’ growing needs.

DON’T PANIC...

There is still time to
order your digital box.

March 1st DRN TV
service is going digital!
The deadline is fast
approaching. Place your
order now to ensure you
have service after the
digital TV conversion.

NEW COMPUTER?
WORRIED ABOUT VIRUS
ATTACKS, SPYWARE
AND HACKERS?

Protect your new device
from online attacks and
more. Let DRN install
and manage your
anti-virus software
with Web Guardian+!

MANAGED
BY DRN
WEB
GUARDIAN+

Our team of experts make sure your machine is
always protected so you don’t have to!

Order online at drtel.com
Receive 3 digital boxes free!

Call 344-5000 today
to start protecting
your computer.

I am happy to announce once again this year at our November Board Meeting, the DRN Board authorized the
retirement of capital credits. Capital credits represent the co-op principle of member economic participation.
Over 8,600 DRN members received a total payout of $2 million of capital credits in December. Including these
dividend retirement this year, DRN has returned more than $21.5 million in capital credits to members in
its history. It is our wish that the timing of this disbursement helps to make your Christmas season brighter. n

DRN increases Internet speeds
Technology continues to advance and to ensure our customers have
the best experience, we are bumping up our Internet speeds! These
new speeds will ensure that all customers have the Internet speeds
they need, now and into the future.
With the new speeds, customers can enjoy faster streaming of video,
movies, and music without disruption, instant gaming abilities,
connecting multiple devices without performance issues, and more!
New Internet Speeds:
• 100 Mb DOWN/50 Mb UP
• 500 Mb DOWN /250 Mb UP
• 1 Gig DOWN /500 Mb UP
1 Gig = 1,000 Mb
Faster Internet speeds continued on page 2.
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